**Winder Slide**

_A crooked tune by Joe LaRose
Arr. Pete Showman_

Joe LaRose wrote the tune around 1980. You can hear his original recording (to which he added artificial “vinyl scratchiness” here: www.youtube.com/watch?v=i6nf1qlIw7I. Joe wrote in 2015 “I think of all the recorded versions Bruce Molsky’s is probably the closest to the original -- though I like Rayna’s a lot. By the way, originally, the tune only had the A part, and that is the way Bruce plays it on his recording. A little later, I wrote the B part and showed it to Rayna, and that is the way she and most everybody else plays it. I prefer it with both parts, but originally it only had the one.” (Molsky’s recording is on his _Contented Must Be_ album. You can hear Rayna playing it slowly, and then very slowly, at www.raynagellert.com/tune-videos/, a bit more than halfway down the page.)
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